Cycle Ambition Fund 2
Easton Safer Streets
High Street Closure at j/w Roman Road

- New Manchester Bollard provided and installed as per SD04-018 B
- Illuminated Prohibition of motorized vehicle signs (Sign 619, Chapter 3 TSM) and Feeder Pillar.
- No Right turn Roadsign (Dia. 812 TSM Chapter 3 on ex lamp column).
- No Through Road Traffic sign on new post.
- Keel realigned to close the junction to vehicular traffic (Cyclists access maintained).
- New 'Easton' Bollards to be removed to store.
- Existing 'Easton' Bollards to be removed to store.
- Existing Easton Bollards to be removed to store.
- Existing Crossing Point to be adjusted and widened.
- Existing Crossing Point to be adjusted and widened.
- New Manchester bollards to be installed.
- New Manchester bollards to be installed.
- Route for use by pedal cycles only Roadsign (Dia. 850 TSM Chapter 3).